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By ST AFF REPORT S

Luxury Daily's live news from March 7:

Gucci's blogger gifting boosts digital word-of-mouth in January

Italian fashion label Gucci received the most digital earned media of any luxury label in January thanks to its
collaboration with a well-known beauty blogger.

Click here to read the entire article

Sotheby's International Realty earns record revenue numbers in banner year

Sotheby's International Realty has set a personal record with $108 billion in total revenue for 2017.

Click here to read the entire article

Global luxury takes small hit despite gains from big players: Savigny

Despite strong showings from Kering, Moncler and Herms this month, the overall luxury industry took a slight hit due
to fears of inflation across the globe.

Click here to read the entire article

Burberry heralds summer collection with creative collaboration

British fashion label Burberry has released the second part of its  collaboration between photographer Juergen Teller
and artistic director and model Adwoa Aboah.

Click here to read the entire article

Ulysse Nardin takes watches on tour with tennis exhibition

Swiss watch brand Ulysse Nardin has continued its partnership with some of the biggest stars in tennis with the latest
iteration of its  T ie Break Tens exhibition tournament, the first to be held on U.S. soil.
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Click here to read the entire article

Yoox Net-A-Porter sees significant growth led by new projects, international expansion

Yoox Net-A-Porter Group has released its yearly earnings report for 2017, revealing more than $2 billion in revenue
driven by exclusive collections and further growth in the Middle East and Dubai.

Click here to read the entire article
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